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Y-DNA Case Studies 
Hart 

(Pinpointing a paternal origin to within a single townland) 

Egan 
(Viking ancestry) 

Durkin 
(Quality over Quantity) 

McClelland 
(Scots-Irish; reconstructing the paternal ancestral journey over many millennia) 

 

Autosomal DNA Case Study 
Contreras (Bain) 



Hart Case Study  
The Celts; Pinpointing to a specific Townland 

(Test subject ‘Jim Hart’ living in the US) 

 

 

Mr Hart is a DNA match to other Hart’s 



  
Identify Mr Hart’s genetically recurring surnames and 

the point at which they first appear 

Some surnames appear more frequently! 

(a recurring surname is more likely to represent a surname of a medieval neighbour) 

 

Irish surnames 

English/Norman/Welsh surnames 

Scottish surnames 

(in brackets are the number of different people with each surname) 



Problem: Many surnames like ‘Hart’ may have arisen in multiple different locations 



Examine the distribution of Mr Hart’s genetically recurring surname 

matches using the Irish Origenes surname distribution database 

http://www.irishorigenes.com/surnames-database 

These recurring surnames arose among related males living in a specific location 

and should therefore localise to a single area (red circle) 



STEP 3: Stick pins on the identified (recurring) surnames in the areas where 

they occur on the Irish Origenes Surnames of Ireland Map!  

This map shows where farmers with each surname cluster in1911 

  

see a pattern emerge to reveal your  

paternal ancestral genetic homeland! 

 



STEP 4: View the DNA results in a historical context! 
Irish Origenes Clan Territories of Ireland Map 

 

 This Clan map was reconstructed based on the precise location and historical 

association of nearly 1,400 castles in Ireland to a particular Clan/Family. 



STEP 5: An examination of placenames reveals Mr Harte’s Paternal 

Ancestral Genetic Homeland 

 



Ballyartella or ‘HartleysTown’ 





Placenames associated with 4 of Mr Harte’s most numerous and 

prominent genetic matches represented in this small area! 

DNA testing of Harts, Hartes, Hartarys in the surrounding 

countryside should confirm the link to this area  



Case Study 2: Viking ancestry 
Test subject: Mr Egan, lives in the USA 

 

Identify Mr Hart’s genetically recurring surnames and the point at which they 

first appear 

 

Mr Egan does not match other Egans! 



Examine the distribution of Mr Egan’s genetically recurring surname 

matches using the Irish Origenes surname distribution database 

http://www.irishorigenes.com/surnames-database 

These recurring surnames arose among related males living in a specific location 

and should therefore localise to a single area (red circle) 



Mr Egan’s Ia2 Haplogroup is rare in Ireland but common in Scandinavia where 

the Vikings originate 

His reoccurring surname matches cluster either side of the Shannon river 

(Irelands longest river) 

An examination of the Irish Origenes Surnames of Ireland Map reveals an 

association with County Roscommon 



Y-DNA HAPLOGROUPS 



Mr Egan’s surname matches cluster along the river Shannon and 

surrounded by Viking surnames 

Limerick City Founded by the Vikings in 922AD for the sole purpose of 

raiding along the River Shannon  



Mr Egan’s Genetic Homeland between the medieval religious sites 

of Clonmacnoise and Clonfert  

White Pins = placenames 
Green Pins = Egan Castles 
Green balloons = Farmers 
Blue line = river Shannon 

Viking origins can be confirmed by Y-DNA analysis 



Durkin Y-DNA Case Study 
The method of pinpointing a paternal ancestral origin within Ireland using 

commercial ancestral Y-DNA testing can be very sensitive!! 

www.irishorigenes.com/surnames-database 



Farmer clusters 

www.irishorigenes.com/store/comprehensive-surnames-ireland-map 



www.irishorigenes.com/store/irish-clan-territories-map 

DNA results typically reveal shared ancestry to a prominent Clan and Family who 

ruled over ones genetic homeland 



Jordan 

These Clan territories were reconstructed based on the location of castles and 

towerhouses that are historically associated with the most prominent Clans and 

Families 

www.irishorigenes.com/store/castles-map 



An Examination of the placenames in the area surrounding Lough 
Conn reveals Laghtmacdurcan 

Source: Irish Origenes surnames, castles, and placenames databases 



Laghtmacdurcan  
‘Burial site of the MacDurcans’ 

Ordnance Survey Ireland Historical Mapping 1829-41 
http://www.osi.ie/ 



Laghtmacdurcan ‘burial mounds of the MacDurcans’  
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Google Earth and OSI http://www.osi.ie/ 



Mr Norman McClelland 
Prominent Irish American 

Aims to become the centre of Irish American 
Genealogical Research 

They encourage both traditional and modern 
DNA methods 

McClelland Irish Library, Phoenix, Arizona 



The DNA can reveal one’s paternal ancestral journey over many thousands of years 
Test subject: Mr McClelland, lives in the USA 

Time to shared ancestry 

Scottish Surnames predominate Irish Surnames predominate 

Mr McClelland’s Y-DNA Case Study 

Irish Surnames predominate 



Mr McClelland’s Scots-Irish ancestry 

Around 1610AD Mr McClelland’s ancestors arrived in Ireland from Scotland  



The McClelland surname first appeared in Galloway in Scotland 

Mr McClelland’s Scottish surname matches originate in Galloway (land of the foreign Gael) 
McClelland first mentioned 1217 



Time to shared ancestry 

Scottish Surnames predominate 
Irish Surnames predominate 

Mr McClelland’s Y-DNA results 

0-200 years 

1600 years 



Galloway was conquered by a mix of Vikings and Irish (led by Magnus Barelegs 
King of Norway) in about 1100AD 

Mr McClelland’s Irish surname matches as revealed by the DNA test results places his 
ancestors in County Down in about 1100AD 



The McClelland carries the M222 genetic marker which originates in the far northwest Ireland 
where his Irish surname matches cluster 

Mr McClelland’s ancestor left northwest Ireland in about 1000AD 



Mr McClelland’s Paternal Ancestral Genetic Homeland  
Until  about 1000AD Mr McClelland’s paternal ancestors were living near the Inishowen peninsula 

Mr McClelland’s Irish surname matches cluster close to  Aileach 



Mr McClelland’s paternal ancestral journey 

DATE    Location    Evidence 
6,000BC-1000AD   Aileach, Inishowen, County Donegal, Ireland      DNA 
1000AD-1100AD   County Down, Ireland         DNA 
1100AD-1610AD   Galloway, Scotland                                       DNA 
1610-1900s   County Down, Ireland    genealogy 
1900s-    USA     genealogy 

The M222 DNA mutation appeared in a male living close to Aileach between 8000 and 2000 years ago. 



Autosomal DNA Case Study 
P. Contreras  

 

Wanted to know whether her 23 and me autosomal DNA results could reveal 
where her Great Grandfather Christopher Bain originated within Ireland 



23 and Me results 

% Ethnicity 

People with shared ancestry 



Recurring surname matches 



The surname Bain/Bane 
And  the Distant Recurring 
surnames are associated 

with Ireland 



The farming communities associated with the  
surname Bain/Bane and the distant recurring 

surnames are associated with the West of  
Ireland 



An association with County Galway 



Bain farmers are almost 
exclusive to County Galway 



The Martins and Brownes are 
associated with Galway City! 



There are Browne, Martyn, and Bain placenames throughout Galway 



Bain townlands? 



Mrs Contreras can now check the records in Galway for Christopher Bain. 

Bain and Brown placenames beside one another in modern Galway City 



It is important to remember that once an area is ‘Pinpointed’ 

the link can be confirmed by DNA testing people that still live 

in that area 

 

The challenge of modern Genealogy will be to connect the 

paper trail to the area pinpointed by the DNA. 



Irish Origenes website (www.irishorigenes.com) contains the resources you need to help pinpoint your 
Irish origin using commercial ancestral DNA test results 



Irish Origenes Open Access Databases 
(www.irishorigenes.com) 

Surnames database: 5,000 surname distribution maps 

Clans and Castles database: 400 maps 

Interactive Castles of Ireland Map 



Irish Origenes  
Surnames database (farmer clusters) 

Irish Origenes  
Townlands/Placenames database 

Irish Origenes databases 

>5,000 
surnames 

Irish Origenes  
Castles database 

1,400 
castles 

>10000 
Placenames 

These databases allow me to pinpoint an origin for my customers using 
the results of a commercial ancestral Y-DNA test  



Irish themed maps 

Since June 2012 I have been doing 
Irish, Scottish, and  English 

personalised Y-DNA Case Study 
Reports 

In addition; Surname reports,  
Ancestral DNA consultations, 

Writing articles for various 
magazines and websites, and I give 

talks on Pinpointing an ancestral 
origin 





CASE STUDIES 
50% Irish Case Studies 

45% Scottish Case Studies 
5% English Case Studies 

 



 
Keep an open mind as you never know where your DNA will 

take you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your time 
Any questions? 

 

Dr Tireoghain O’Buaigh 
tyronebowes@gmail.com 


